Café Dewey

Appetizers
The appetizer menu includes tasty selections from the first two sections of the Dewey Decimal System: The 000 (General Works) and the 100s (Philosophy and Psychology).

Strange Occurrences – 001.9
Curiosities & Wonders – 030
Optical Illusions – 152.14
Emotions – 152.4

Salads
The salad menu includes scrumptious options from the 200s (Religion) and the 300s (Social Sciences).

Religion – 200
Mythology - 290-299
Divorce and Family Issues – 306.8
Laws & Constitution – 340-349
Fairy Tales – 398.2
Dragons – 398.24

Soups
The soup menu contains delicious choices from the 400s (Language) and the 500s (Science).

Sign Language – 419
English Language – 420
Math – 510-519
Astronomy - 520-523
Physical Science – 530-539

Lunch Specials
The Lunch Specials section contains hot and delicious items from the 600s (Technology and Medicine) and the 700s (Fine Arts & Recreation).

Inventions – 608-609
Human Body – 612
Transportation - 629
Drawing – 741
Music – 780-789
Sports - 796

Entrees
The entrée menu contains wonderful choices from the 800s (Literature) and the 900s (History and Geography).

Poetry – 808-811
Jokes and Riddles – 818
World History – 909
Ancient Cultures 913
Collective Biographies – 920
Middle Ages – 940.1
World War I – 940.4
World War II – 940.5
Countries – 941-969
U. S. History – 973
U. S. Presidents – 973.7 - 973.932
Specific States – 974-979
Michigan - 977.4